
Rucas Cowboys Long Range 

Scheduled for the third Saturday of each month.  

Set up at 8am on the RF&G Rifle Range – Shooting starts at 9am 

To facilitate more room for Hunter Sight In, check website, possible cancelations of September, October 

and November events.  

We have variously sized steel targets set at roughly 65, 110, and 200 yards. 

Some notes about the range procedures. Please keep these in mind when you are on the rifle range, 

especially when you come in and pack up to leave. 

There are two entrances for the range house. We generally use the East entry (closest to the Range 

Masters building). 

 This leads you into a safe area with no gun handling. As you cross the red line onto the firing line, this is 

where you can uncase your gun, and set things down. There is rack behind the shooting tables you can 

place long guns into if a table is not available. During a cease fire, we hang chains up to help remind 

people where not to go. 

If the red lights are on, DO NOT BRING ANY GUNS ONTO THE RANGE. This is a cease fire, and no gun 

handling, period, including bringing them into the range. 

Cased or covered guns are preferred. If not in a case, bring them in MUZZLE UP and place them in the 

rack. If your long guns are cased, only remove them with the muzzle DOWNRANGE. If it is backwards, 

simply close the case, turn case it around, then remove it from the case. 

The range has a couple spotting scopes to watch the targets, plus we generally have a couple more. We 

often will have a Chronograph to help you with load set up (might be limited use, see Margarita).  

Some common guns we use: 1894, 1895/336 Marlin, 1873, 1892, 1895 Winchester, Springfield Trap 

Door, Remington Rolling Block, Handy rifle, Shiloh Sharps, and any replicas of these. 

Some common calibers we use: .357 Magnum, 38 Special, 38-55, 40-65, 45-70, 45-90, 45 Colt. 

Instead of those guns just sitting in the safe, come on out give it a try. 

If you have any questions, feel free to drop a note 

Margarita Villain Renton.Rucas@gmail.com  

Zwarte Piet Palmerje51@aol.com  
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